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Reducing
accidental falls
in care homes

Arnold Lodge team
‘breathes’ good
mental health
Sharing best
practice with
parliamentary
select committee

Triple success
in payroll and
pensions
Sharon Hurt, Deputy Payroll
Manager, Claire Critchlow, Pensions
Team Leader, and Tara Price, Payroll
Team Leader, recently completed the
East Midlands Leadership Academy’s
Management Development
Programme, gaining a Level 5
certificate in Management and
Leadership.
The programme was very intense,
but with time, effort and dedication
from all three, they completed the
work, earning a first entry level to
gaining a degree in Management
and Leadership. Congratulations and
well done.

From left, Claire, Tara and Sharon

Celebrating LGBT +
History Month 2018
LGBT+ History Month is a
celebration traditionally held
every February in the UK.
February 2018 was a particularly
poignant date for LGBT+ Equality in
the UK as it marked the hundredth
anniversary of The Representation of
the People Act, which received Royal
Assent on 6 February 1918. This Act
gave women over 30 the right to
vote (men could vote at 21). It’s often
forgotten and more often ignored,
that many of the campaigners for
votes for women were bisexual or
gay women including key figures
such as Ethel Smythe and Emmeline
Pankhurst.
To start the Trust’s month of
celebrations, Ruth Hawkins, Chief
Executive, joined staff, service users
and community members in raising
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Ruth Hawkins, staff, service
users and community members
raising the Rainbow Flag

the Rainbow Flag above Duncan
Macmillan House. This simple act
serves as a visible demonstration of
the Trust’s commitment to providing
a ‘Great Place to Work’ for all of our
staff, helping us towards achieving
our aim of having a diverse workforce
that is reflective of the diverse
communities we serve.
The Trust was also involved in
a number of other events both
locally and regionally, including
an LGBT+ Partnership Conference
and Nottinghamshire’s Rainbow
Heritage Awards and Celebration
evening. Both events were very
well attended and a true testimony
to the importance of community
engagement and partnership
working.

continued on page 2...
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Working together not only makes
good financial sense, but can often
help us make the impossible possible,
while better engaging the people we
serve.
If you are a staff member or
Involvement volunteer and would
like to get involved in championing
equality, diversity and inclusion where
you work, please contact Catherine

Conchar, Associate Director of
Equality and Diversity at
catherine.conchar@nottshc.nhs.uk.
Alternatively you can contact Dave
Mason, Equality and Diversity Lead
for Forensic Services or Michelle
Bateman (supported by Joan Mercer),
Equality and Diversity Lead for Local
Partnerships.

Promoting
Oral Health
World Book Day took place
last month and the Oral Health
Promotion Team was busy getting
out and about delivering their Tales
with the Tooth Fairy sessions at
three local libraries. The team saw
nearly 200 children and families
across the six sessions, raising the
importance of good oral health and
hygiene. It was a great collaboration
between The Oral Health Promotion
Team, local libraries and primary
schools who attended the sessions.
Later in the month, the Team
supported World Oral Health Day
by visiting schools and encouraging
everyone to brush their teeth
together at 10am. The campaign
this year was for people to
recognise the connection between
their oral health and their general
health and wellbeing.

Catherine Conchar (4th from left) with
representatives from the partner organisations

Positive Stars
The Trust has recently launched a new staff recognition scheme to ensure
teams and individuals are formally recognised for the amazing work that
they are doing. Staff are being encouraged to nominate the colleagues
they believe are Positive Stars, for going the extra mile and making a
difference, however large or small. Examples could include extraordinary
care and/or compassion, introducing positive change, generating great
ideas, fantastic staff or patient engagement, being an inspiration or
anything else that has made a difference.
All staff who are nominated will receive a certificate of recognition, and each
month, at least one individual or team will be picked at random to have a visit
from a member of the senior team in the Trust to recognise and thank them for
their good work.
Nominations can be made on Connect by completing the short form on the
Positive Stars page or by emailing staffengagement@nottshc.nhs.uk with
details of the person/team to be recognised and the reason why.
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Next on the agenda for the Team is
the launch of their new Buddy the
Bear stories on World Book Night
later this month. They will also be
delivering a brand new Brush, Book
and Bed session with two local
Children’s Centres. These interactive
sessions will include storytelling,
sing-a-longs and tooth bushing with
Buddy the Bear and friends. Julia
Wilkinson, Senior Health Promotion
Specialist (Oral Health) said: “Buddy
the Bear is a great advocate to
support families to make tooth
brushing part of their regular daily
routine from an early age. This tiny
change in routine will instil good
habits and could be life changing,
with so many children having teeth
extracted every year, it is time to
support families to make that
change
now.”
Look out
for more
on these
exciting
events in
a future
issue of
Positive.

Reducing accidental
falls in care homes

Ruth Hawkins
is retiring

Over the last five years, a committed therapy-led team has been working to
reduce accidental falls within nine care homes in Nottingham West.

Ruth Hawkins, Chief Executive,
has given her notice of her
intention to retire later this
year.

They’ve been exploring current
methods of service delivery, the
care home environment and staff
training, with a physiotherapist and
two support workers working in
partnership to offer comprehensive
assessment, evidence-based
treatment, falls prevention advice,
support and training for care home
staff in falls management.

England has now requested
permission to use Nottingham West’s
Purple Poster in all care homes
within the North of England, as they
recognise the positive impact that
clear communication has on care
home residents.

Ruth has been with the NHS
since 1986 when she began as a
Financial Services Manager for the
Central Nottinghamshire District
Health Authority. During her 32
years she has held a number of
senior positions, and since 2006
as Director of Finance and then
Chief Executive at Nottinghamshire
Healthcare.

Nicola Adkin, Physiotherapist
in Nottingham West explained:
“Through collaboration with the
private sector we identified that
there was confusion around which
services to contact and when. We’ve
developed the ‘Purple Poster’ in
response, which visually guides care
staff and managers in recognising
the falls problem, identifying why a
resident might be falling, and taking
action.

The work in Nottingham West
demonstrates the need to
adapt services to support the
independent sector and the
anticipated increase in the older
population with complex needs.
Community services are at the
forefront in delivering quality care
to older people across all sectors
and integrated services within
Nottingham West are ready to
embrace that challenge.

“The Purple Poster was designed
by therapists to empower care staff
to implement strategies sooner to
prevent ongoing falls and includes
useful contact numbers to signpost
them to the appropriate professional.
The results have been encouraging
so far, with several care homes
significantly reducing the number of
falls experienced by residents.”
Falcon House has reduced falls
incidents from 217 in 2013 to 71
incidents in 2017 and Queenswood
Residential Home is also seeing a
reduction, from 198 to 97 over the
same period. The Rookery Care
Home in Eastwood has also reduced
its falls from 163 in 2013 to 42 in
2017 and Eastwood House has cut
falls incidents by nearly 50% over a
two year period.

Nicola concluded:

“

“

Celebrating LGBT+ History Month 2018 continued...

The Purple Poster

Dean Fathers, Trust Chair said:
“Ruth has significantly contributed
to the good governance of
this organisation and had a
considerable positive impact on the
lives of service users, carers and
staff for which I have offered her
gratitude from myself and on the
behalf of our staff.
Whilst I and, I am sure, many
others will be very sorry to see
Ruth leave, she has been very
honest and open about her future
plans. As she approaches her 60th
birthday she, quite naturally, would
like to spend more time on her
own interests and step away from
the considerable pressures that
come with being Chief Executive.
We will now begin the difficult
task of finding a suitable successor
to Ruth, whose shoes will not be
easy to fill. For now, it is business
as usual and I look forward to
celebrating with you Ruth’s many
achievements before she leaves
us at a date to be decided in
September.”

The Purple Poster is part of the
Nottinghamshire Care Home
strategy and it is gaining interest
from the wider Nottinghamshire
area and beyond. Following a
conference presentation, NHS
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Celebrating patient achievements
at Health and Fitness Awards
The first annual Health and Fitness
Awards ceremony took place at
Rampton Hospital in February,
celebrating the achievements of
patients over the year.
There were awards for swimming
as well as the monthly challenges
throughout the year, with winners
receiving certificates and a limited
edition H&F challenge winner
T-shirt. The ultimate champion was
presented with a stunning trophy to
be displayed in the prestigious H&F
sports trophy cabinet.
The evening also involved prize
draws, an opportunity to make a
delicious drink using a smoothie bike
and the chance for patients to give
their feedback on the service and
programme.
The event was organised and hosted
by the whole health and fitness team
at the Hospital but special thanks go
to Ian Wilkes, Fitness Lead, who led
the event and put in a lot of hard work
with both patients and staff to make
the monthly challenges successful.
Lisa (left) with Trudie Lobban

Lisa wins national
‘Healthcare Pioneer’ award
Many congratulations go to Lisa
Evans, ECG and Physical Healthcare
Trainer, whose work for the Trust
was named as one of the winning
projects in the Atrial Fibrillation (AF)
Association’s ‘Healthcare Pioneers
2018’ at the recent Arrhythmia
Alliance Awards.
Lisa, based at Highbury Hospital,
has had an article published in the
AF Association’s Healthcare Pioneers
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Ian said: “Exercise is one of the most
effective ways to improve mental
health as well as physical health and
all our patients work really hard when
they attend their fitness sessions, so
it was great to see so many of them
attend the awards evening. It was
our way of thanking the patients
for all the hard work and effort they
have put in over the last 12 months.”
On winning the Health and Fitness
Sports Achievement award, a
patient from the Learning Disability
Service said: “This is one of the
proudest moments that I have ever
experienced, I was not expecting to
win anything when I attended
the awards night, but was going
to support my mates and have a
good time, and winning made it an
even better event!

times. All the staff have helped me
lots and make the sessions fun. I will
definitely keep going to the gym and
playing sport at my next hospital as it
keeps me safe and well mentally and
physically.”
James Routen, Health and Fitness
Manager, has thanked Ian and the
team for making the event happen
and their continued hard work in
providing a first class health and
fitness service, saying that he is
excited at the prospect of next year’s
event being even bigger and better,
with more categories planned. “It
was fantastic to see how much the
awards meant to the patients and
how motivated they all were to win
an award at next year’s event.”
The challenge winner t-shirts
and champion trophy

In the article Lisa explains that:
“Historically, patients requiring an
ECG attended either their local acute
hospital or their GP surgery. It was
therefore deemed more beneficial
and cost effective to train clinical
staff within the Trust to take ECGs.
To date, 180 staff have been trained
to deliver ECGs and further training
is scheduled. ECG Interpretation
training for medics and senior nurses
and an ECG e-learning package
(refresher) have also been included
in this service. This has resulted in a
marked increase in the number of
ECGs being taken and baseline ECGs
being available to medics in a timely,
more cost effective manner, with less

Broxtowe team welcomes
visiting nurse from Singapore
The Mental Health Services
for Older People in Broxtowe
recently hosted a visiting nurse
from Singapore as part of his
Community Psychogeriatric
Programme. Here, Marcia Russell,
CPN, tells us how the placement
went.
Sahnan Bin Rahim, a Senior Staff
Nurse with the Mental Health Services
at the Changi General Hospital in
Singapore, joined the Broxtowe
Integrated Community Mental Health
Team on placement in December
2017.

“I want to thank all the health
and fitness staff for the support
they have given me over the years
I’ve been at Rampton. I’m moving
on soon, but sport has kept me
positive and healthy during hard

report on the work within the Trust
on ‘ECG clinics and training of staff
to detect atrial fibrillation and other
cardiac issues for inpatients and
community patients with serious
mental illness who are prescribed antipsychotic medication.’

Sahnan and colleagues during his
placement with the team in Broxtowe

Sahnan’s aims for the visit were to
learn about the services available in
disruption to the patient, ward and
Trust. Community ECG clinics have
also been implemented, enabling
community clinicians to request ECGs
for their patients.
“This new service has resulted in
quicker detection, diagnosis and an
improved treatment pathway for
clients with serious mental illness,
ensuring that patient care is at the
heart of this new initiative.”
Trudie Lobban MBE, Founder and
CEO of the AF Association said: “The
AF Association Healthcare Pioneers
Award is presented to examples
of truly innovative best practice.
Each year we share the published
Healthcare Pioneers report with
commissioners across the NHS urging
them to use these case studies as a
benchmark to drive improvement in
processes and patient pathways for
the diagnosis, treatment, and care of
AF patients.”

England for older adults. At Changi
Hospital they have a 14 bedded unit
within an acute hospital and one
bed is allocated for electroconvulsive
therapy (ECT).
Sahnan spent time with all the
team members and was impressed
with the work of the Intensive
Recovery Intervention Service
(IRIS) team in reducing avoidable
inpatient admissions and facilitating
discharges, as there is no such service
in Singapore. The other highlights
for Sahnan were how our Trust’s
Memory Assessment Service is led
by a nurse prescriber rather than a
doctor. In Sahnan’s services, patients

see a consultant and a nurse and all
patients have to contribute financially
towards their care. Sahnan could
see the advantages of reducing the
financial burden for patients.
Sahnan saw other innovative ways of
working such as ECT that is managed
as an outpatient; he felt this would
enhance the experience for patients
and reduce the pressures on inpatient
care.
The Cognitive Stimulation Therapy
groups held at the Sheila Gibson Unit
are a nurse-led initiative and Sahnan
felt that nurses in his service could be
more involved with this therapy as it
is currently run by another discipline.
Sahnan feels that nurses in England
have more autonomy and work more
cohesively with consultants and other
providers. Sahnan also felt that the
medication dispensed in blister packs
is an excellent way of keeping patients
independent; this service is not
available in Singapore.
Previously colleagues on the same
course all went to Australia, but as his
love of football and Liverpool FC in
particular was part of Sahnan’s reason
coming to the UK, the CPNs ended
his experience of England with the
wonderful gift of a visit to the Anfield
football ground.

‘Beating the blues’ with
massage at Bracken House
In January, patients, family
members and staff at Bracken
House Locked Rehabilitation Unit
in Mansfield enjoyed relaxing
head, neck and back massages
facilitated by Amanda T.
Matthews from Inspire Learning.
The idea for the pamper afternoon
was suggested at the monthly carers
evening group in November by a
mother whose son is a patient on
the unit. The carers group had been
learning how to do Indian head
massage with Amanda and the carer
said that she enjoyed the session so
much that she would like to be able
to give her son a head and hand
massage.

Several team members including one
of the canteen staff Alison Coppin
really enjoyed the treatment and
chatted over popcorn, strawberries
and fruit teas with Gail Wardle,
Healthcare Assistant and Family
Worker and Tracy Turland, Family Peer
Worker/Trainer.
Sarah, the carer who came up with
the idea thoroughly benefited from
the pampering and emailed Bracken
House afterwards saying: “Just to say
thanks for the lovely pamper session
on massage at Bracken House, it was
great. Hope we can do it again and
more things for patients and carers at
a weekend.”

Amanda gives a massage watched by
Cleo Jarunek, volunteer at the carers
evenings and Carer Peer Support Worker at
Millbrook Mental Health Unit, Mansfield
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Q&A

initial qualification is as a state
registered nurse, then later as a
registered mental nurse and over
the years I’ve worked in community
hospitals, mental health, accident
and emergency, coronary and
intensive care. 20 of my 40 plus
years have been in IPC in the
community, ambulance service,
mental health, offender healthcare,
care homes, general practice and
abroad in acute hospitals for a short
while.

This month we speak to Lead Matron,
Infection Prevention and Control

Carol Evans

1.	What is your job title and what
does your role entail?
	Lead Matron, Infection Prevention
and Control. The role entails
promoting good Infection
Prevention and Control (IPC)
practice and preventing infection,
co-ordinating and leading an
excellent team of nurse specialists
to ensure that the Trust is able to
comply with the Health and Social
Care Act and keep our patients,
clients and staff safe.
2.	How long have you been with
Nottinghamshire Healthcare?
	Since Dec 2017, however I was
previously Matron in IPC for

5.	What is the best piece of advice
you have ever been given?
	My Mum gave me this advice and
it’s called John Wesley’s Rule
Bassetlaw Primary Care Trust from
2007 until 2011, and EMAS from
2011 to 2014 so I know a little
about the County and only need to
use the sat nav in the South.
3.	What do you see as your
priorities for Nottinghamshire
Healthcare?
	Bringing the infection prevention
and control team together across
the Trust to ensure we have a
seamless service.
4.	What is your employment
background?
	How long have you got? I started
as a student nurse in 1974 so my

“Do all the good you can,
By all the means you can,
In all the ways you can,
In all the places you can,
At all the times you can,
To all the people you can,
As long as ever you can”
6.	What was the last album you
bought?
	Can’t remember the last one I
bought, that was quite a while ago,
but one of my favourite albums
is Paul Simon’s Graceland. I was
lucky enough to have seen him in
Nottingham a few years ago, and
was blown away because he said he

Arnold Lodge team ‘breathes’
good mental health
Arnold Lodge has joined with Leicester and Rutland Wildlife Trust to develop
a healthy and therapeutic work placement for patients at Rutland Water
Nature Reserve.
Patients and staff braved the wintery
conditions and kept warm by planting
trees on Hambleton Peninsula, Rutland
and after working hard the patients
said: “I had a really good day. I hope
we go again”, “The trees we planted
will be there for future generations”,
and “I thoroughly enjoyed myself. I
enjoyed working as part of a team.”
Richard Eltringham, Occupational
Therapy Assistant Practitioner said:
“This type of environment provides an
atmosphere of trust and responsibility
between patients and staff. Being
around trees help us breathe, think
more clearly and provides a better
quality of life.”
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Jay Bharania, Senior OT Support
Worker agrees, saying: “Patients value
the positive input they have with
the therapeutic work placement. It
allows them to get involved within
the community as well as feeling
good and positive about contributing
towards the environment.”
Dr Mat Cottam, Reserve Manager
added: “Few things in life are as
satisfying as planting a tree. It’s good
fun, good exercise, and nice to check
in on from time to time – to see
how things are coming along. This
project is a part of Rutland Water
Nature Reserve’s wider programme of
Natural Health and Wellbeing – giving
everyone the chance to enjoy the

many benefits which an active outdoor
lifestyle and interaction with nature has
to offer.
“I would like to thank our Woodlands
Officer, Paul Trevor and the Arnold
Lodge Team for their hard work –
braving everything from extreme
snow to extreme sunshine to get our
special selection of young trees into
the ground. Their cups of tea were
well earned! I would also like to thank
Leicestershire and Rutland Community
Foundation and a generous local lady
whose forward-thinking donation
and personal love of nature made this
restoration project in Hambleton Wood
a reality.”

was thrilled to be in Nottingham as
he’d always dreamed of being in
the land of Robin Hood as a boy.
7.	What is your greatest
achievement?
	Saving someone’s life has to be
right up there.
8. What makes you angry?
	Not really angry, but slightly
annoyed when people get these
wrong and I get the urge to correct
them on social media (but curb the
urge):
i. Their – belonging to them
ii. There – indication of a place
iii. They’re – they are ….. simple
eh?
9.	What are you most passionate
about?
	Infection prevention and control,
of course.
10.	What single thing would
improve your working life at
Nottinghamshire Healthcare?
	Reducing the use of acronyms or
at least making sure that when we
first use them in any document we
explain what they mean, it’s pretty
endemic in the NHS as a whole.

so it must be that; it’s a hundred
hobbies rolled into one.
12.	What keeps you awake at
night?
	Nothing at all, I sleep like a top
but occasionally the cat decides he
want to go outside earlier than I
want to get up!
13.	What is your favourite film?
	Random Harvest – with Ronald
Colman and Greer Garson, an
absolute classic – rather dated now
but still wonderful.
14. What is your idea of bliss?
	Walking through bluebell woods
in May with my husband and son.
The smell, the colour – fills the
senses.
15.	What three words would you
use to describe yourself?
Optimistic/enthusiastic/kind
16.	What is your favourite holiday
destination?
	Tobago – a beautiful unspoilt jewel
of an island, in the South of the
Caribbean.

11. What is your favourite hobby?
	I’ve been a Girl Guide leader with
1st Ripley Guides for 30 years

17.	Who would you take to a
desert island?
	It had better be my husband, but
if he’s not available can I take Tom
Hanks and Wilson (the footballer)?
At least Tom Hanks could build

Supporting better
nutrition in care homes

could discuss any concerns and seek
advice from the relevant healthcare
professionals attending.

In January, members of the Trust’s
Nutrition and Dietetics team
attended an East Midlands Patient
Safety Collaborative (EMPSC) event
alongside care home owners and
staff, commissioners, the Care Quality
Commission and various healthcare
professionals.
Patient safety collaboratives (PSCs)
are a new national programme which
aims to improve the safety of patients,
with eight core priorities identified
including safety in care homes.
The care homes involved took part in
six care audits including continence,
pressure ulcers, restraint, pain
management, falls, and hydration/
nutrition. The audits allowed care
homes to identify particular areas they
needed to address in order to improve
the safety of their patients. During
the event, care home representatives

BAPEN, a charity that raises awareness
of malnutrition and works to advance
the nutritional care of patients and
those at risk from malnutrition in
the wider community, identified
malnutrition in care homes as a
major health and social care burden,
through a large malnutrition study
carried out in the UK between 2007
and 2011. Malnutrition can lead to
many issues including an increased
risk of falls, hospital admissions,
delayed recovery after illnesses and a
poorer quality of life.
The PSC event provided the time
for care home staff to ask questions
about nutrition and hydration and
to sit with the dietetics team, who
provided care packs with relevant
literature. Activities were also used
to demonstrate ways in which the
nutritional content of foods could

a raft, I don’t think my husband
could.
18.	Where do you see yourself in
10 years’ time?
	Probably retired and working in a
charity shop!
19.	Do you have a ‘claim to fame’?
	I was on Crimewatch once –
walking down a road in Derby
called Friargate when they were
filming, I didn’t know I was in the
frame until I saw myself on the
TV that night, only from behind, I
recognised my walk.
	Or I’m the nearly nurse – I left
Coronary Care in Derby the week
before Cloughie was admitted
with a suspected heart attack
and as a student nurse I nursed
Donovan’s mother-in-law and was
on my meal break when he came
to visit (for younger readers he was
a pop star in the sixties)
20.	How would you like to be
remembered?
Fondly

Kate Whitt, Diabetes Lay Educator (left)
with Hayley Spencer, Specialist Community
Dietitian, at the event

be increased and ways to improve
hydration.
Kate Whitt, Diabetes Lay Educator,
said: “After attending the event
it is easy to see the far- reaching
benefits of the audits. Care homes
that took part in previous years were
already making improvements in the
areas identified. The EMPSC was a
fantastic opportunity that provided
the time for the dietetics team and
other healthcare professionals to
provide guidance and advice in their
relevant field. We hope to attend
again in coming years and to be a
part of helping to reduce the risks of
malnutrition in care homes around
Nottinghamshire.”
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Type 2 diabetes –
taking back control
The DESMOND (Diabetes Education and Self-Management for
Ongoing and Newly Diagnosed) programme is offered by the
Trust to people with Type 2 diabetes across Nottinghamshire. The
programme aims to help people change their lifestyles so that they
can manage their diabetes. Julie from West Bridgford explains below
how the programme helped her take back control.
At 55, Julie didn’t have any
recognisable symptoms – it was only
when she saw her GP following a fall
that she was diagnosed with Type 2
diabetes.
“I fell down the stairs at home and
went to see my GP who tested
my blood.” explained Julie. “The
results showed I had very high sugar
levels and I was diagnosed with the
condition. A new diabetes diagnosis
caused me to feel very low and upset.
A nurse at the surgery told me about
DESMOND. I had never heard of the
course but I agreed to give it a go.
“I was a little nervous, as I didn’t
know what to expect. There were
around 10 people in the group and
we were all able to discuss with
each other how we were coping and
adjusting to this lifestyle change. The
full day DESMOND course helped
me to understand what food items
were acceptable, what amounts
were suitable and how to change my
eating habits and cut down on high
sugar foods.
“After completing the course I came
away feeling very positive. I now
understand how important it is to
readjust my diet and I now eat more
sensibly. I have also joined a gym
which I attend two or three times a
week. I have lost over two stone and
feel better for it. I walk more, I’ve
cut down on the wrong foods and I
now only drink a couple of nights a
week. My sugar levels have dropped
dramatically, which is great.
“Although I have had to change
my lifestyle to manage my diabetes,
the condition hasn’t impacted on
my life in a negative way because
of the support and the advice
available to me from the DESMOND
08 Positive April 2018

programme. You are not judged
for having diabetes and I honestly
didn’t realise how many people this
affects. The diabetes educators offer
so much advice, making it easier to
understand diet and exercise and
lifestyle changes that help control the
problem. I’ve also had the support
of my doctor’s surgery and my family
and friends.
“If you are offered the DESMOND
programme, then definitely go. I
now feel back in control and it has
given me a more positive outlook
on my future. Thanks to DESMOND
the thought of having diabetes
isn’t scary any more and I can get
on with my life; enjoying time with
my grandchildren and family and
meeting up with my friends.”

Interested in attending a
DESMOND programme?
• S peak to your nurse or GP about
a referral or contact the team on
01623 785182 / 785204 or
not-tr.desmondnotts@nhs.net
• S elf-referral is available across
Rushcliffe, Nottingham West,
and Nottingham North and East
CCG areas
• D
 ESMOND online is also now
available to patients who
have attended a face-to-face
DESMOND course, allowing
them to reinforce their learning
and monitor their results and
progress going forward.

State-of-the-art
psychological therapy
using Virtual Reality
February saw the approval of a
landmark £4million National Institute
for Health Research (NIHR) award to
the Institute of Mental Health (IMH),
to enable the delivery of state-of-theart psychological therapy via virtual
reality (VR) in the NHS.
The ground-breaking project brings
together a unique team of NHS
trusts including Nottinghamshire
Healthcare, universities, a mental
health charity, the Royal College of
Art and a University of Oxford tech
start-up company.
The VR treatment will utilise a virtual
coach to guide patients through
simulations of situations that they
find troubling, allowing them to
practise and develop skills that they
can later apply to real-life situations.
One of the teams that will be
involved in the project is the IMH’s
MindTech group through its MedTech
co-operative.
Dr Jen Martin, Programme Manager
at MindTech said: “This is a fantastic
opportunity to develop and evaluate
a new treatment that has the
potential to transform people’s lives,
and we’re particularly excited about
working in partnership with patients
and NHS staff as part of this project.
We believe that this collaborative
approach will help us to develop a
VR treatment that is enjoyable and
easy to use, and that will be taken
up across the NHS so that as many
people as possible can benefit.”
The project is due to start in June
2018 and will run for three years.
It is broadly split into two phases of
development of the VR treatment
followed by a two-year clinical trial
of the VR treatment. The five trial
sites will be Nottinghamshire, Oxford,
Bristol, Newcastle and Manchester.
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National
ambassadors
for nursing
and midwifery

Supporting
patients through
therapeutic
engagement
By Susan Bryant, Team Leader, Orion
Unit, Highbury Hospital and Ruth
Hulme.
Patients within the Trust are
sometimes placed on observations,
and it’s important to understand
the reason why; they are a part of
clinical practice, the aim of which
is to ensure the safety of patients
during their stay within an inpatient
ward. This experience can however
sometimes be seen as being intrusive
or on some occasions leading to the
patient experiencing distress due to
the increased levels of observation,
particularly if these observations are
proposed for many hours or days.
On the Orion Unit we support our
patients through observations while
at the same time taking part in
therapeutic engagement through
activities. Meaningful activity has
improved the wellbeing of our
patients, as well as promoting a
closer working relationship with care
staff. It provides an opportunity for
new challenges and supports us in
being creative within our nursing role.
This is Ruth’s story about how she
has struggled at times with being on
one-to-one observations and how
using activities and being creative
has kept her focus and has given her
purposeful days.
“I didn’t want to come into hospital,
but I was poorly and scared. At the
same time I was very angry. I didn’t
understand why staff had to be with
me.
“Beginning on 1-1 made me feel
safe; I don’t always like staff looking
at me, which made me difficult to
manage. During my observations I
enjoy doing activities. It is during this
period that I started to write poems.

Ruth with
her poem
The Rock

“Staff supported and encouraged
me with my creative writing; I also
learnt new skills by putting my work
on a laptop and using art to go with
my writing. It took away my feelings
of sad things when I focused on my
happy writing. Time goes faster and it
gave me other things to think about.
It makes me happy when I write,
making my stay happier.
“It has made me think about when I
leave the unit; I would like to carry on
writing and I am thinking of buying
my own laptop to do my work on. I
also would like to go to college. It has
been good for me, to do things with
people rather than being stared at.”

The Rock
The flowers
The flowers
Blowing in the fields
The trees
The trees
Blowing on the hills
The clouds
The clouds
Blowing in the sky
The grass
The grass
Shimmering like glass
The leaves
The leaves
Blowing in the breeze
The stars
The stars
Glowing in the night
The rabbits
The rabbits
Sleeping very tight

Elizabeth Jackson, Team Leader
at Rampton Hospital, has joined
a new Nursing and Midwifery
Ambassador Programme, after
being nominated by Julie
Attfield, Executive Director of
Nursing.
As part of the nationwide strategy
to transform the perception of
nursing and midwifery, Trusts were
asked to put forward a nurse or
midwife who is passionate about
their profession and who has the
potential and enthusiasm to play
a key role in promoting nursing
and midwifery as a career in a local
setting and as part of a national
network.
The nominees took part in a unique
workshop event before joining the
Chief Nursing Officer’s Summit in
March. The aims of the workshop
included building the change skills,
confidence and connections of
a group of emerging leaders of
nursing and midwifery; further
developing proposals to transform
the perceptions of nursing and
support recruitment, and building
a nationwide community of Nurse/
Midwife Ambassadors.

l-r Julie and Elizabeth
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Get Social with us

Developing a strategic approach
to psychological trauma
In October, the Trust held its first
psychological trauma summit for
around 70 staff members with an
interest in this field from across
all areas of the organisation. The
summit drew on the diversity of
experience, expertise, knowledge,
interest and enthusiasm of
attendees and was the beginning
of a process to create a strategic
approach to trauma.
Five key domains for the strategy
were considered during the event:
• C
 linical interventions and services
offered
• A trauma hub
• T rauma-informed environments
and care
• Staff and patient wellbeing
• Education and development.

It was widely acknowledged that
throughout Nottinghamshire
Healthcare there are many
examples of excellent practice, with
significant work being undertaken
on addressing psychological trauma
in all Directorates. The hope is
to harness this, build on it by
developing a strategic framework
which will support collaboration and
dissemination of information and
best practice; promote compassionate
trauma-informed approaches; and
target relevant education to support
those who deliver care. The ultimate
aim is to provide evidence-based and
user-focused care which can enable
recovery.
The summit was opened by Julie
Hankin, Executive Medical Director
and Julian Eve, Associate Director
of Learning and Organisational

The group on the final day with their assessors and
Denise Newcomb, MD of Prostart Training

Eleven new apprentices
join the Trust
Eleven new Business and
Administration apprentices were
welcomed into the Trust in February.
The apprentices are on a one-year
fixed term training contract and
attended the Trust induction with
other new starters. A training plan to
deliver off-the-job training has been
put together, allowing underpinning
knowledge and additional training
to be delivered away from the
workplace on a monthly basis.
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The apprentices also had a week
of induction with Prostart, the
education provider, looking at
the qualification structure and
requirements and working in groups
to prepare a presentation to give to
their managers. Heather Porter, Trust
Apprentice Lead, commented on
the high standard and quality of the
presentations given to their managers
and supervisors.
The apprentices are working in the
following teams:

Development, and the attendees
formed a community of interest,
engaging in a World Café approach
to generating rich discussion. This
produced interesting information,
reflections and ideas for future work.
Through this facilitated discussion,
achievable ways of helping services to
deliver sustainable trauma-informed
environments were identified. The
day was a huge success with lots of
positive and encouraging feedback.
Vicky Hiett-Davies and Christine
Milburn said on behalf of the Trust’s
trauma strategy steering group:
“Many thanks go to everyone who
attended and made the day such a
success, as well as to those people
who could not make it on the day
but still wish to be a part of the work.
“We held a second summit in March
where service users and carers joined
us to consider their experiences of
services and how we can improve our
trauma informed approaches. Watch
out in Positive for a report on the
event and further updates.”
• Rampton Hospital – PALS
• L oughborough – Let’s Talk
Wellbeing (two apprentices)
• N
 ottingham – Learning and
Organisational Development at
Duncan Macmillan House, The
Crisis Team and Community South
Community Mental Health Team
at Thorneywood, Arnold Children’s
Centre, Bingham Children’s Centre,
and Easthorpe House Adult
Nursing Team
• M
 ansfield – Heatherdene
Community Forensic Team and
Procurement at Lichfield Lane.
At six months the apprentices will
have a career development day
to prepare them for future job
applications and interviews.
Recruitment continues to respond
to service requests and takes place
throughout the year. The next
cohort of apprentices is planned
for September 2018. Managers are
fully involved in the recruitment and
selection process to ensure the best
fit to the team. Managers considering
offering a placement can contact
Heather Porter, Apprentice Lead, on
0115 9691300 ext 10269 for more
information.

Sharing best practice
with parliamentary
select committee
The Parliamentary Health and Social Care Committee visited
Doncaster Royal Infirmary and Larwood Health Primary Care Home
in Bassetlaw in February.
The Select Committee team of 20
included MPs Sarah Wollaston,
Andrew Sealous, Paul Williams,
Diana Johnson and Ben Bradshaw,
with Professor Chris Ham and Anna
Charles from the King’s Fund.
Anne Haywood, General Manager,
said: “They spent an hour with us
listening to a presentation by Dr
Steve Kell, GP at Larwood Surgery
and asking questions about systems
and communication.
“They then joined me and Catherine
Huby, Business Manager, Jo Ranjaya,
Head of Community Adult Services
and Jo Smith, District Nurse at the
Larwood Primary Care Home and
had the opportunity to discuss the
positive relationships within the
Primary Care model, especially with
secondary care, social services and
the voluntary sector.
“The committee was interested in
how our Trust works across two
Sustainability and Transformation
Partnership areas and how the
governance arrangements work
across secondary care and primary
care. Their feedback was very
positive and they will discuss how
the good practice we deliver locally
can be replicated nationally.”
Well done to everyone involved.
About the Integrated
Discharge Team
The team, a partnership between
Doncaster and Bassetlaw Hospitals,
Nottinghamshire County Council
and Nottinghamshire Healthcare
(Local Partnerships), works to plan
the safe discharge of patients
from hospital. It includes discharge
nurse specialists, social workers,

mental health workers, community
care officers, ward discharge coordinators, community nurses and
therapists who come together to
ensure the discharge process runs
smoothly, which in turn leads to
improved patient experience and
quality of care on discharge.
About the Primary Care Home
The Primary Care Home brings
together two separate practices,
Larwood Health Partnership and
Bawtry and Blyth Medical, to work
jointly for the benefit of their 35,000
patient population group. This
includes a monthly steering group
of practice staff and colleagues
from community health services,
the local hospital, mental health
services, social care, the CCG, the
voluntary sector and local district
council to reflect that patients have
wider social needs that go beyond
their healthcare. The aims are to
reduce bureaucracy and inefficiency,
improve patient outcomes and
support staff and their wellbeing.

Promoting awareness
of sign language
Tarnia Lefevre, a CPN assistant from
the Sheila Gibson Unit at Stapleford,
has recently achieved her NVQ level
6 in British Sign Language (BSL),
something which she has been
working towards since 1996 when
the governing body was called the
Council for the Advancement of
Communication with Deaf People
(CACDP).
The qualification means Tarnia is able
to hold complex conversations with
people from the Deaf community
whose first language is BSL, supporting
inclusion and access. Although this has
been a very long road, Tarnia is eager
to encourage all staff to learn some
basic sign language.
She said: “Sign language is a beautiful
language, with so much emotion,
expression and creativity allowed.
You open your world up to the Deaf
community and all of their collective
cultural experiences and history,
you can sign along to songs and
experience them in a whole new way,
you can even enjoy dramatic poetry;
the options are endless. I am often
amazed when people switch from
one language to another fluently and
then I pause and realise ‘I can do that
too!’ Even learning the basics means
you can involve a Deaf person in the
conversation; it’s well worth it and not
as hard as people often believe.”
Promoting BSL awareness
with staff
The Trust signed the British Deaf
Association’s British Sign Language
Charter back in 2014 during Deaf
Awareness Week, pledging to support
the Deaf community to access services
by promoting BSL awareness amongst
staff. The Trust runs an “Introduction
to British Sign Language” for staff
in association with the Nottingham
Deaf Society – please contact the
Learning and
Development
Department
for more
information.
Tarnia with
her certificate
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Link nurse
Carol wins
award
The Hucknall and Eastwood
Locality team is sending its heartfelt
congratulations to team member
Carol Bloomer, who has been
awarded the title of Tissue Viability
Link Nurse of the Year 2017.
Carol was nominated by her manager
Lexie Whittington who feels this
is definitely deserved. Lexie said:
“Carol is an outstanding link nurse,
very passionate about tissue viability
and always willing to share her
knowledge and skills with the team.
She just loves wound care and this is
reflected in all she does.

Get involved with
If you have any ideas or suggestions for
the newsletter, please contact Suzanne
Aitken in the Trust Communications
Team on 0115 955 5403 or via email
at suzanne.aitken@nottshc.nhs.uk.
We are always pleased to receive
articles for possible publication, but ask
that they do not exceed 300 words.
Wherever possible when naming
individuals, please include details
of their job titles/roles and the
organisation they are from. If any
individuals other than yourself
are mentioned in what you write
or featured in accompanying
photographs, please make sure you
check with them that they are happy
to be potentially featured. It is your
responsibility to ensure this consent

“Carol is always willing to go the
extra mile for her patients and we’re
proud that Carol has no wait for
both leg ulcer clinics and Doppler
clinics in our locality. This means
patients are seen promptly to ensure
correct treatment can start as soon
as possible, and Carol also supports
other clinics to allow patients to get
timely care.

Nottinghamshire Healthcare
NHS Foundation Trust,
Duncan Macmillan House,
Porchester Road,
Nottingham NG3 6AA

“Carol regularly shares her extensive
knowledge through training for the
team, and is happy to advise and
support her colleagues, ensuring
all new starters are signed off as
competent in all aspects of tissue
viability.”

Nottinghamshire Healthcare
provides integrated healthcare
services including mental health,
intellectual disability and community
health services. We also manage
medium secure units in Leicester
and Rotherham, and the high secure
Rampton Hospital near Retford and
provide healthcare in prisons across
the East Midlands.

Well done Carol!
Carol with
her award
from the
Trust

Tel: 0115 969 1300

Please note that the Communications
Team has full editorial control and
may have to edit articles appropriately.
Therefore, if you want to see the final
version please ensure you send your
article in with plenty of time before the
deadline and state clearly what you
require.
If you would like your story in
the June issue of Positive, please
contact us by 4 May 2018. However,
due to space constraints we cannot
guarantee the publication of all
articles received by the deadline.

www.nottinghamshirehealthcare.nhs.uk
www.facebook.com/nottinghamshirehealthcare
www.twitter.com/nottshealthcare
www.on-our-mind-notts.blogspot.com

Who we are...

Forensic Services and Local
Partnerships
In this newsletter you will see
references to Forensic Services and
Local Partnerships. These refer to
the Trust’s two operational Divisions.
This means, the way in which the
services we provide are structured and
managed in the Trust.
Briefly, Local Partnerships is the
Division that provides physical
healthcare and mental health,

is given. Please send photos as
separate image files and not in Word
documents.

intellectual and development disability
and substance misuse services. These
services are for people of all ages
and are provided in the community,
outpatient and inpatient settings.
The Forensic Services Division
provides assessment and treatment to
individuals with a mental disorder who
have committed or are at serious risk
of committing a criminal offence, and
are likely to cause serious physical and/
or psychological harm to themselves or
others. These people are cared for in
secure hospitals and in the community.
The Division also includes our Offender
Health teams which provide physical
and mental healthcare in prisons.
To find out more, please visit the
Who We Are and What We Do
page of our website www.
nottinghamshirehealthcare.nhs.uk
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